STOCKPORT SAFER PARTNERSHIP DRAFT ASB STRATEGY

Report of the Corporate Director for Place Management & Regeneration

1. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1 The report sets out a draft version of a renewed Anti-Social Behaviour Strategy. This has been developed by partners within the SSP.

1.2 ASB has been identified as a key threat in the strategic assessment drawn up by the SSP.

1.3 The measures outlined in the report will enable a better targeting of appropriate partnership resources to those individuals whose anti-social behaviour causes problems in the Borough.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 The Stockport Partnership has set a five-year strategy to build on its strengths and address key challenges.

2.2 The SSP Plan has 4 priority themes, closely aligned to the Stockport Policing Strategy, these are:
   - Protecting vulnerable people
   - Public safety and Protection
   - Serious and Organised Crime
   - Transforming Justice

2.3 The Public Safety and Protection Theme includes a priority to “Reduce Crime and Anti-Social Behaviour”.

2.4 The Anti-Social Behaviour Strategy and Delivery Plan will deliver against this partnership priority.

2.5 This is part of a developing approach to neighbourhood management which will see more integration of place based services. This will improve response times and ensure that a more joined up solution can be provided.

2.6 The community leadership role of Elected Members will be key to the successful development of the strategy and overall approach to dealing with ASB.
3. **NEXT STEPS**

3.1 A draft version of the ASB strategy is attached at Appendix 1.

3.2 A multi-agency event will be held in October to discuss the development and implementation of an action plan. Following this event the action plan included in the draft strategy will be finalised.

4. **CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

4.1 The Communities and Housing Scrutiny Committee is asked to comment on the draft ASB strategy.

**BACKGROUND PAPERS**

There are none

Anyone wishing to inspect the above background papers or requiring further information should contact Ian O'Donnell on telephone number Tel: 0161-474-4175 or alternatively email ian.odonnell@stockport.gov.uk